WidgetKit/Professional
for VisualAge Smalltalk

Powerful Spreadsheets for Your Smalltalk Apps!
• "Excel™-like" Spreadsheets
• Virtual Spreadsheet Parts
• WYSIWYG Editing
• Table Editor
• Spreadsheet Editor
• Multi-column List Mode
• Spreadsheet Designer
• Object-aware Parts
• Data-aware Entry Fields
…and much more!

WidgetKit/Professional™ (WidgetKit/Pro) is a
library of powerful spreadsheets, tables, and other
components. You get a spreadsheet with power
similar to Excel , a virtual spreadsheet, data aware
validation components, multi-column display, and
others.
A spreadsheet designer makes it easy to get the look
and functionality you want. The spreadsheets have
print and storing capability. Your users will rave
about your applications.
The powerful spreadsheets, tables, and other controls in WidgetKit/Pro make your applications more
powerful and polished.

Instantiations

WidgetKit/Pro has a suite of spreadsheet parts:
WkBasicTablePart displays a matrix of cells containing strings. Use the advanced features common
to all of the spreadsheet parts (see below). The
spreadsheet designer makes it easy.
WkDataAwareTablePart adds the ability to display
and interact with typed data. Ten specialized editors
(TbXXCellType) provide flexible validation and
formatting. The cell types can be a button, check
box, combo box, date, float, integer, masked edit,
picture, string, static text, customizable string, or
time. You get control over the allowable values with
a flexible protocol.

Features for all Spreadsheets
Each of the Spreadsheets can save and read spreadsheet properties and data to files and load from files,
validate and change the properties, signal events,
support printing, support virtual data management
(reading in only a portion of the data into cells,
validate and change the spreadsheet), and import
and export tab-delimited data. A sample of the
specific capabilities include control of gridlines,
scroll bars, cursor, column and row headers, setting
number of rows and columns, resizing of columns
and rows, freezing rows and columns, autosizing,
single and multiple selection, printing, and printing
pagebreaks.

Pricing
WkSpreadsheetPart provides all the capability of
the data-aware table part and adds the ability to
support formulas in numeric cells.
WkObjectAwareSpreadsheetPart adds the ability to
populate the spreadsheet with arbitrary objects that
are instances of domain classes. For example, each
row might be an instance of a Customer, with each
attribute, name, and address displayed in a column.

WindowBuilder Pro (Windows & OS/2)
VA Assist Pro (Windows & OS/2) Intro Price!
WidgetKit/Pro(Windows Only)
WidgetKit/Business Graphics (Win & OS/2)
WidgetKit/Controls (Windows, OS/2, & Unix)
Migration ToolKit

$795
$695
$795
$795
$295
Call

Special Packages
The Works (includes all 5 products)
$2695
Widget Trio (WK/Pro, Business Graphics, Controls) $1495
GUI Power Tools (WB Pro and VA Assist)
$1190

Data-Aware Parts
Five of the nine cell types are also available as
specialized editors to provide a wide variety of
powerful input validation controls. You get date,
float, integer, masked edit, and time. Most of these
parts allow you to choose between several
presentation styles.

Spreadsheet Designer, and More
A WYSIWYG spreadsheet designer makes it easy to
get the look and behavior you want. WidgetKit/Pro
uses DLLs to provide high performance controls.
The Smalltalk classes are tuned for speed too.
Smalltalk Systems, Instantiations, WidgetKit/Controls, and VA Assist Professional are trademarks of Instantiations, Inc. VisualAge
is a trademark of IBM. Excel is a trademark of Microsoft. WindowBuilder Pro, VA Assist, WidgetKit/Professional, WidgetKit
Business Graphics and VSE are trademarks of Objectshare.

TO ORDER
Call (800) 808-3737 or
Fax (503) 612-9499
Visit our website: http://www.smalltalksystems.com
30 Day Free Eval Available
30 Day Money-back Guarantee

Instantiations
Smalltalk Systems Division

